
Release Notes

What’s New in 
Akeneo PIM

3.0
Akeneo PIM 3.0 delivers additional features and enhancements requested by our beloved customers and partners. 
PIM 3.0 is a Long-Term Support (LTS) version and will be supported through August 2020. We invite you to begin 
planning for your upgrade now to take advantage of the cool new features in this exciting new release!

The primary development focus of this new version covers three core topics: managing reference entities, support for 
Single Sign-On, and performance improvements. We are also introducing a new enterprise feature named Franklin 
Insights. The new Franklin Insights feature leverages our Franklin library of curated product information. Unless 
otherwise noted, these enhancements are available in both Community Edition and Enterprise Edition. Read on for 
highlights on these exciting new additions!

Reference Entities EE only

Reference entities enable you to create and enrich entities related to 
products in the PIM. The new feature lets your team manage commonly 
used information related to products -- colors, sizes, ingredients, care 
instructions, etc. -- as well as non-product “entities” such as brands, 
designers, looks, rooms, cities, countries, and other descriptive entities.
 
Benefit:  Adding this feature natively in Akeneo PIM EE facilitates 

creating a compelling product experience in your catalog. 

The Custom Entity Bundle will remain in the Akeneo Marketplace for 
Community Edition customers and will be migrated and available in 
version 3.0.



Colors

Akeneo is a French company created in 2013 in 
Nantes by a Franco-American team (including 
Yoav Kutner - co-founder and former CTO of 
Magento) and based in Nantes, Boston and 
Düsseldorf. Akeneo is specialized in open 
source product informaMon management, also 
known as PIM.

Akeneo develops the soQware Akeneo PIM.
Available under the open source license 3.0, 
the first public beta of Akeneo PIM was 
released in September 2013
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Figure 1: Product page for Akeneo socks with reference entities for care instructions, colors, and brand information. 

Reference entities are created, enriched, and managed in a new section in the PIM from a dedidated “Entities” menu. 

Figure 2: Examples of various types of Reference Entities. 

Reference entities have their own attributes, their own lifecycle, and can be linked to products. These entities may 
have dedicated pages on the e-commerce website or their information may enrich each product page.



In the screenshot below, «Brand» is the reference entity and it includes a list of brands - Fatboy, Kartell, Muuto, etc. A 
brand is described by an image, a label, a code, a country, a designer, a founded date, a photo, and a description. 

Figure 3: List of records (i.e. the list of brands such as Kartell and Muuto) and attributes (label, code, country, designer, etc.) 
for a Brand reference entity. A given brand record may be related to one or more products.

Reference entities are subject to permissions, and completeness can be calculated for each record in a reference entity. 
The reference entity records can be linked to products through two new product attributes types:

•  Reference entity single link (for example: linking one brand to 
a product)

•  Reference entity multiple links (for example: linking several care 
instructions to a product)

It is also possible to link reference entities together, such as designers 
to a brand, and cities to countries.

Reference entities and their records can be imported and exported via 
the API. This is useful if you already have reference entity data stored 
elsewhere in your IT landscape. API endpoints help you easily import 
reference entities and their corresponding records from those external 
systems into the PIM - as well as to export records to distribute to your 
various channels such as marketplaces and ecommerce platforms.



Franklin Insights EE only

Franklin Insights is a new Enterprise Edition feature that provides access 
from Akeneo PIM to Franklin, our new curated library of technical 
product information. Franklin Insights offers an interface to visually 
map the attributes from the subscribed product data in Franklin to the 
product attributes in your Akeneo PIM catalog. 

How does it work? Once you have subscribed to a product identifier, 
Franklin generates and suggests a “golden record” of the highest quality 
technical data for the PIM. You map the Franklin attributes to the PIM 
attributes, and then Franklin generates a proposal for you to review.

Benefit:  Subscribe to products and receive continuous updates 
to technical product data to ensure the highest quality of 
information is reflected in your catalog. 

Franklin Insights requires a subscription to Franklin. Please contact your Akeneo representative for pricing information. 
For now, Franklin Insights is only available for the US.

Figure 4: Visually map Franklin attributes to your PIM catalog attributes.



Single Sign-on EE only

Single Sign-On (SSO) is an authentication process that allows a user to access multiple applications with only one set 
of credentials. Single Sign-On is a common practice at enterprises that handle many users and many applications. This 
new PIM version now supports SSO in the Enterprise Edition!

Benefit:  SSO is an efficient way to increase your productivity, reduce bad password habits, accelerate the adoption of 
company-promoted applications, and simplify user management in enterprise IT environments.

This feature allows the PIM to communicate with a SAML v2-compatible authentication server. SAML (Security 
Assertion Markup Language) is a computer standard used for exchanging security information. It is widely used in 
corporate environments for implementing SSO solutions. You will no longer be prompted for your login and password 
in the PIM; instead your corporate credentials (using your session login or an external login form) will be used to 
authenticate yourself.

SAML uses the following concepts to implement SSO:

•  Identity Provider (IdP): IdP is the authority that verifies the user’s identity and grants access   
to a requested application.

•  Service Provider (SP): SP is the hosted resource that the user tries to access.     
The SP is a part of Akeneo PIM EE 3.0.

Once set up, the authentication requests for all the connections made to the PIM will be checked with the Identity 
Provider server instead of the PIM itself. As a result, you won’t have to type your login and password in the PIM. You 
will be able to access the PIM without having to enter your credentials as soon as you are already recognized in your 
corporate environment.

Akeneo PIM is designed to be compatible with authentication servers that respect the SAML v2 standard. Note that 
when opting to use the SSO feature, you will no longer be able to use the LDAP Authentication Bundle as using both 
together is not compatible. 

As with the LDAP bundle, the SSO feature is an additional subscription. Please contact your Akeneo representative for 
more information.
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Performance and scale improvements

Akeneo PIM 3.0 includes additional user interface performance improvements. 

The product grid is the most used screen by our dear Julias. This crucial screen will now be able to scale to more 
categories, more products and product data. The product grid now loads in less than 2 seconds with 1,000,000 
products and 20,000 categories.

If you need a large set of attributes to describe their products, we have more good news for you! You are now able to 
use as many attributes defined as grid filter as you want. This number will no longer have an impact on product grid 
loading performance.

Another visible improvement is the time to load the Dashboard and the completeness widget is significantly faster 
than in prior versions.

Benefit:  Better performance means Julia will be much happier while using the PIM!
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